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DELTAMETROPOLIS ASSOCIATION AIMS TO PROMOTE AND
GUIDE THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF THE DUTCH
METROPOLITAN REGION, KNOWN AS RANDSTAD-HOLLAND

FOR ASSOCIATION MEMBERS ONLY

“FROM PROTECTIVE ECONOMY
TO FREE MARKET”
agriculture and spatial planning policy 1950-2020

EU
agriculture policy events

spatial planning events

1950
1957
First drafts of the CAP1 are created
1930-1965
Food security, agricultural
productivity, market
stabilization and product
support

mid 1950s
Transformation of rural
areas into “landscapes
for economy” through
land consolidation2

1957
Borders within Europe are opened up and prices
and markets were guaranteed

mid 1960s
Exodus from the cities
to the rural areas

1975

mid 1970s
New EU budget model created, based on
member states' sales and agricultural taxes
1965-1985
Over production, exploding
expenditure and
international friction

1980s
Population begins to
return to cities
1988
Half of the total rural
area has undergone
land consolidation2

late 1980s
EU budget planned for a seven-year period,
rather than annually

2003
Market orientation,
consumer concerns, rural
development and
international compatibility

1960
Eerste Nota recognizes the need to spread
economic and spatial development towards
the periphery of the Netherlands
1965
Wet op de Ruimtelijke Ordening organizes all levels
of governing to preserve Dutch landscape
characteristics and manage social developement
1966
Tweede Nota recognizes consumer freedom and
mobility and focuses on improved infrastructure
and introduction of satellite cities with the
anticipation of massive migration to rural areas
1974
Derde Nota recognizes the importance of the
environment as a social and political factor and a
sharper contrast between urban and rural areas
follows
1988
Vierde Nota identifies the international competitive
position of the Randstad as a more important
factor to be weighed against environmental issues
1990
Ecologische Hoofdstructuur designates
750.000 ha of nature area to be protected

1997
Total labor force of EU
agriculture holdings
down 41.4% since 1975

1990
Reduction of surplus and
budget stabilization

2000
Competitiveness and rural
development

PLANNING ERAS

2000

1960-1975
Efficiency and mobility

1975-1985
Neighborhood development
and urban renewal

1985-1995
Quality urban areas

1995
Statutory urban planning-and-transport
authorities placed around each major city

2000
Natural areas with economic, biological and
cultural value receive protection under the
Natura 2000 policy
2005
Farmers receive a lump-sum and are encouraged
to produce in response to consumer demand

1995-2005
Social cohesion and
renewal

2006
Nota Ruimte emphasizes the provision of spatial
constraints to stimulate desired developments
under the motto “local where possible,
centralize where necessary”

2008
Economic crisis hits
Europe
2009
Number of EU
agriculture holdings falls
by 26.3% since 2000

2010
2011
Ongoing debate on
nature management
reaches peak

2008
Reinforcement of the 2003
reforms

2015
All agriculture areas required to have at least
7% of their land serve an ecological function,
as an effort to reign spending
2015
Subsidy cuts of up to 15% begin
2014
Employment and
sustainability

2012
Structuurvisie Infrastructuur en Ruimte
leaves responsibility of developing rural
areas to provinces and municipalities

2005
Network cities and
infrastructure

2014
Decentralization

2020
2030
Farmers provide
a variety of services
for the city
2040
Urban growth and
population stabilization

1
2

Common Agriculture Policy
Redistribution of land and agricultural infrastructure improvement
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Future of Dutch landscape stands on the
breach between changing economics and
shifting policy
Historically, the Netherlands has consistently
been a key player in the global market, trading
agricultural products for centuries. As such, farmers
received economic and spatial protection from both
the European Union and the national government.
In the 1960s, as result of government intervention,
technological innovation and reorganization of
agricultural operations, nearly all branches of the
agrarian sector witnessed a spectacular increase
in production. Spatially, this great increase in
productivity resulted in a new landscape with
restructured, optimized agricultural land ownership
of farms and provisioning of road infrastructure.
Government restrictions on urban development
furthered this new structure and strengthened the
fine line between urban and rural areas.

Recently, however, a shift in both the economic and
spatial planning model occurred, leaving farmers and
their holdings in the wake of a speeding policy boat.
After the economic crisis in 2008, EU policies began to
propose cuts to agricultural subsidies and reforms to
the CAP. The trend will only continue into the coming
years, as of June of this year the EU announced less
direct funding for agricultural projects, but rather an
encouragement for young farmers to become more
entrepreneurial. As subsidies decrease, farmers will
be forced into a free market, increasing difficulties
for small and medium-size farms as large-scale
operations currently dominate profits.
National spatial planning policy is also changing.
In contrast to the trend of the previous 50 years, the
Dutch government recently announced its withdrawal
from spatial planning, leaving spatial development in
the hands of the provinces and municipalities. This
new model of decentralization will provide more
opportunities for local organizations to take planning
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pre-accesion aid 3,1%
reserves 0,6%
administration 5,1%

2014-2020

2007-2013

compensation 0,5%

proposed

administration 6%

foreign aid 6%
citizenship 1%

€733

direct payments
(CAP*) 39%

sustainable growth
(structural actions) 45%

€926

billion

€1

billion

trillion
direct payments
(CAP) 27%

direct payments
(CAP) 34%

structural actions
34,7%
preservation of
natural resources 5%

administration 6%

citizenship 2%

foreign aid 4,6%
internal policies 7,0%

foreign aid 7%

preservation of
natural resources 10%

preservation of
natural resources 8%

smart and inclusive
growth (structural
actions) 48%

*CAP, Common Agriculture Policy
N.B. Headings in the financial framework are groups of EU activities in broad categories of expenditure. From the period of 2000-2020 the headings have changed in name,
for example “sustainable growth” and “smart, sustainable and inclusive growth”, but their purpose is towards the same policy areas

farm diversification

and landscape management in their own hands.
While the share of subsidies is decreasing, a great
part of the EU budget is still spent on agriculture and
two thirds of the land area in the Netherlands is still
under agricultural use. The result is not the extinction
of farmers and the takeover of urbanization, but
rather the end of a top-down, protective economy and
the strong distinction between rural and urban areas.
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